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What is complexity?

Most complex according to
NETLIPSE RESPONDENTS (20/11/2017)
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Technical challenges (noise, building in water in the city, traffic handling)
Interface management
New laws & Legislation
Gov/project decision
Uncertainty of time
Client decision process
Different opinions / culture of stakeholders
Decision process
Stakeholders
Finance in the project
Contractor situation
Lack of good people
Different people, different views
Communication
Outside influence: time pressure
People
Many stakeholders (and shareholders) with different kind of interests
Users
Culture
Communication of project schedule
Do we understand the implications of the project on the entire organisation?
To have good cooperation within the project, consultants, contractors and stakeholders
Complex or complicated?
Multi-actors: PPP / different domains / competitors & cooperators / technically complex (new services, technique, interfaces)
Stakeholders

A theoretical model of project complexity
Size: number
of elements
Structural
complexity

Interdependence
of elements

Interactions in complex
ways; total is more than
sum of parts

Project
complexity
Uncertainty

Uncertainty
in goals
Uncertainty
in methods

Structural complexity
compounded by
uncertainty

[Baccarini 1996, Williams, 2002]

And another theoretical model

[Hertogh, Westerveld, 2010]
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Technical Complexity (17 elements)

Organizational Complexity (17 elements)

External complexity (13 elements)

High number of project goals

High project schedule drive

Level of competition

Non−alignment of project goals

Lack of Resource & Skills availability

Instability of project environment

Unclarity of project goals

Lack of Experience with parties involved

Company internal strategic pressure

Uncertainties in scope

Lack of HSSE awareness

Lack of experience in the country

Strict quality requirements

Interfaces between different disciplines

Remoteness of location

Project duration

Number of financial sources

Interference with existing site

Size in CAPEX

Number of contracts

Required local content

Number of locations

Type of contract

Lack of company internal support

Newness of technology (world−wide)

Number of different nationalities

Political influence

Lack of experience with technology

Number of different languages

Dependencies on external stakeholders

High number of tasks

Presence of JV partner

Variety of external stakeholders'

High variety of tasks

Involvement of different time zones

perspectives

Dependencies between tasks

Size of project team

Number of external stakeholders

Uncertainty in methods

Incompatibility different pm methods / tools

External risks

Involvement different technical disciplines

Lack of trust in project team

Conflicting norms and standards

Lack of trust in contractor

[Bosch-Rekveldt, 2011]

Complexity: the same for all?
Where do differences come from?

NETLIPSE RESPONDENTS (20/11/2017):
• NOT THE SAME FOR ALL!

The origin of your perception
ROLE

4. INTERESTS

1. IMPACT OF
ASPECT

3. PROJECT
CHARACTERISTICS

2. EXPERIENCE

VALUES

[Kool, 2013]

Would you allow differences?

NETLIPSE RESPONDENTS (20/11/2017):

• CERTAINLY: WE SHOULD!

Dealing with differences

Different perceived
complexities lead to
miscommunication

Different perceived
complexities lead to
extra information
[Kool, 2013]

Sharing perspectives: shared mental model

[Kool, 2013]

How to deal with complexity?

Management approaches
High

Detail
complexity
Low

Systems
management
(Control)

Dynamic
management

Internal
approach

Interactive
Management
(Interaction)

Low
Lille, 21 August 2013

Dynamic High
complexity
[Hertogh & Westerveld, 2010]

Cross application

[Kool, 2013]

From managing to mastering:
How to master complexity?

NETLIPSE RESPONDENTS (20/11/2017):
• Early stakeholder involvement
• Communicate, communicate, communicate
• Should we have engineers as project managers? (certainly no lawyers ;-)!)

Fit-for-purpose project management
Embrace complexity to increase value?
Early stakeholder involvement
Including design competition
Allowing innovation
…
Situational project management?
Role of project manager?

2. Considering future technologies when
designing infrastructure project concepts
Bjorn Andersen, NTNU, Norway

Ideas from the session:
 First, try to rewind 30 years, could we in any way then have predicted today's
technology (smart phones, electric cars, extremely cheap air transportation, etc.)?
The answer is probably no, so perhaps we should not try looking ahead either?
 Instead of trying to predict what we might need in the future, build something that
will cost less/be easier to rebuild (also utilizing flexible designs, like in buildings)
 Design for shorter life cycles, thus making it more likely that infrastructure can be
phased out
 The space industry is typically 20-30 years of other sectors, watch them and try to
predict new technologies based on that
 If we try to integrate innovation efforts into traditional infrastructure investment
projects, we very likely will not manage to keep the scope, but infrastructure
owners still need to keep experimenting with innovations in smaller, isolated
projects
 Build different kinds of (available) sensors into the infrastructure to allow monitoring
the status, need for maintenance, time for upgrade, etc.
 Now, all nations invest in expanding their infrastructure capacity to meet demands, it
would probably be much more effective to pool these resources in the
development of the next generation of car or train, that would solve the capacity
problem using the current infrastructure
 Set the current amount of km2 of asphalt as the maximum in each country and use
that to drive innovation to solve the capacity problems
 During design and construction, projects should define formal decision gates where
the project checks whether the assumptions made are still valid or new
information necessitates redesigning the project
 An agency must develop various scenarios of where technology will go, then make
allowances as far as possible for the most likely ones (and use regulation to favor
the ones accommodated)
 For roads, this could be done by making it mandatory for all cars to retrofit
car-to-car communication technology to enable higher capacity utilization
(but we must also investigate what information is required for autonomous
driving)
 Leave the actual innovation work to the private sector, but the public sector must
take a role, both in co-funding and regulation

3. Digitalisation as game changer in Project
Stakeholder Management
Christof Kier, WU Wien, Austria

Research Café Table: Digitalization as game changer in Project Stakeholder Management
Christof Kier, WU Wien, Austria
Digitalization provides potential for collaboration and integration of stakeholders, both internal
and external. Digital Infrastructure is forcing participants and stakeholder towards collaboration,
cooperation and transparency. The Life-cycle view of a building means more long-term
orientation for a building project, need for integrated concepts and early stakeholder inclusion.
Stakeholders are more easily to mobilize, but also to get on the same page.
The research lens from PMG WU Vienna differentiates between Managing of and for
stakeholder. Managing of stakeholder sees stakeholder more as providers of a resource,
whereas managing for stakeholder emphasizes that all stakeholders have the right to
legitimacy to receive management attention. Managing for stakeholder with digital infrastructure
allows more stakeholder inclusiveness and different ways to communicate to create value for
all involved parties.
So, what we wanted to discuss was:
What are the emerging practices, examples, challenges and potentials that you see in
your area?
We discussed digital infrastructure/digital project management as game changer for
stakeholder management the practitioners project environment and shared examples and
experiences, as well as future ideas for the use of digital infrastructure.
From Belgium, we heard about a virtual reality (VR) Driving Simulator (Oculus Rift VR system
that completely immerses you inside virtual worlds) and a web version for a 3D browsable
model of project, accessible via http://www.werkenaandering.be/simulator/. There was also an
interactive & layered web map (with different sets of Information) for the residents. There was
much communication, residents and users of the planned road were interacting with the digital
infrastructure. Also during consultation, Pinmap (webbased) was used to present plans.
From Finland, we heard about Infra Modeling FINBIM to present plans – from the Vision to the
Breakthrough of Infra Modeling. In Norway, there are BIM presentations via VR goggles in use,
to show future infrastructure projects to stakeholders and get them involved.
A case of using augmented reality (AR) in the land acquisition process was discussed and for
further enhancement the strong wish was raised to use 4D- noise models in augmented reality.
This integration of noise models would bring a huge enhancement and potential for We also
were presented with the idea of digital traffic simulation for separate stakeholder instead of
traffic surveys and reports. Also MP-Table reports for visualizing areas like the bathymetry of
the Dutch coast were interposed.
We heard about the use of twitter for communication, which raised the question and challenge
of how fast can you respond in this digital communication format. We then talked about the use
of social networks, also to present digital content, eg. like an animation movie. The need for
social media to interact with the community and for public consultation was discussed, the
challenge how to do that did not come to a clear concept. Furthermore, the use of Flickr from
the north/South Metro line in Amsterdam was reported to get a broader range of picture
documentation and to integrate stakeholder into this photo online community.

We then heard from a mega project, that it would need “Stakeholder Communications”, as you
cannot “manage” them in Mega Projects. Some infrastructure Projects spent 3-4% just on
communication. In general, for communication in social media, it was common view: "Speed
and rules are important!" You don’t have the chance to have the same pace and speed as the
people, so be prepared of this asynchronous breach.
Future ideas were raised like big data, system integration, generating KPIs via use of integrated
data, game development for online games (SIM city), GEO Data Building GIS integration and
integration of noise models into AR.
Overall the actual use of digital infrastructure was to present plans and digital representations
of future projects or to communicate with stakeholders via social media. The value of digital
infrastructure to integration of stakeholder via was reported as worthwhile, if used appropriately.

4. Corruption and unethical behaviour in
projects
Giorgio Locatelli, University of Leeds, UK

Table name: Corruption and unethical behaviour in Project
Facilitator: Giorgio Locatelli – g.locatelli@leeds.ac.uk
Research question: How is it possible to deliver good projects in a corrupt project context?

Ideas from the participants











Develop a model to predict which infrastructure will be more likely to have corruption (and
score them down)
Try to develop a “Local market” for clean contractors
Understand better the motivations for doing the project
Be honest and add a “fair corruption budget” to the cost of the project
Work to increase the transparency all over the project
Investigate if there are “poor-underdeveloped countries” with low level of corruption and
learn from them
Have more international staff “from clean countries” in the project team
Focus on the education of children and the next generation
To have more women in the project team, since women are less keen to corruption than
men
Foster the internationalisation of the project delivery chain

5. Let´s talk about risk: What does it take for
risk to become a reality?
Ivana Burcar Dunovic, University of Zagreb, Croatia

Let’s talk about risk:
What does it take for
risk to become a reality?
ASSIS. PROF. IVANA BURCAR DUNOVIC, PHD
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The ques;ons
- Can we improve our ability to predict risks
occurence and how?
- Is it possible to idenGfy indicators which could
indicate or predict risks occurence?
- How to cope with complexity of risk
management?
DR.SC. IVANA BURCAR DUNOVIĆ, DIPL.ING.GRAĐ. SVEUČILIŠTE U ZAGREBU, GRAĐEVINSKI FAKULTET, ZAVOD
ZA ORGANIZACIJU I EKONOMIKU GRAĐENJA

Risk mechanism components
EVENT/RISK is central part of the
model which represents uncertain
event, acGon or advent which if
occurs will aﬀect project objecGves.

Components

Driver
Source
Risk/ Event

Consequence

DR.SC. IVANA BURCAR DUNOVIĆ, DIPL.ING.GRAĐ. SVEUČILIŠTE U ZAGREBU, GRAĐEVINSKI FAKULTET,
ZAVOD ZA ORGANIZACIJU I EKONOMIKU GRAĐENJA

Impact

Risk mechanism components

Components

SOURCE of risk is deﬁned as array of human or nature
act from which risk arises, or generates possibility of
risk occurrence.
It can be within the project or external to the project
(project environment)
Driver

Source
Risk/ Event

Consequence
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Impact

Risk mechanism components
DRIVER is event or change of
condiGon whose occurrence will
acGvate risk mechanism.
Components

Driver
Source
Risk/ Event

Consequence
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Impact

Risk mechanism components
CONSEQUENCE is condiGon, advent
or event which will occur only if
risk/event occur and aﬀects the
project success.

Components

Driver
Source
Risk/ Event

Consequence
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Impact

Risk component’s characteris;cs
Components
Characteristics

Occurence
time
Occurence
probability

Owner

Corelation?

Impact
nature

Impact value
Impact area

Driver
Source
Risk/ Event

Consequence

Owner
Occurence
probability

Occurence time

Owner
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Occurence
time

Impact

Risk mind mapping
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Results from the discussion
- risk management is important and it is necessery to
perform it
- risk idenGﬁcaGon and analysis is diﬃcult and complex
- risk check list is not enough but scenario planning is
too complex
- there is a need for developing tools and methods that
are simple to use but at the same Gme capture the
complexity
- one condiGon/event is not enough to acGvate risk
- ﬁnding indicators/pathogens for idenGﬁed risks would
help PMs to cope with risks during the project life cycle
DR.SC. IVANA BURCAR DUNOVIĆ, DIPL.ING.GRAĐ. SVEUČILIŠTE U ZAGREBU, GRAĐEVINSKI FAKULTET, ZAVOD
ZA ORGANIZACIJU I EKONOMIKU GRAĐENJA

6. Careers@Projects: Challenges and
Potentials
Martina Huemann, WU Wien, Austria

Careers@Projects: Challenges and Potentials
Martina Huemann, WU Wien, Austria
What were obstacles and supporters for project career?
Hinderers/Obstacles:















The specialist in his cocoon
External influence
Family-planning
Small amount of organizations that deliver infra-projects
You can’t be in too many projects
Organizational Structures
Coming from a department/ not project-oriented organization
“The dinosaurs”
Not the “end” responsible
One older colleague that wanted my position and was in my team
“We used to/are used to do it like this...”
Time. (too much work)
Centralization (lack of flexibility)
Low level of understanding/lesson learn

Supporters/Resources:























Always talk the truth about your projects
Open dialog
Project manager
Boss
Other colleagues
Dare to do experiments
The proactivity of my organization (giving chance to develop)
My predictability
My wife
Big amount of projects available to work with or for
Change organizations
Experience abroad
Right time, right place
Getting the chance to focus only on this project in the hot phase of the project
My boss and my “boss to come” that saw something I didn’t see.
Senior colleagues who give freedom and responsibilities
My boss and his boss
Former colleague
My partner
Some colleagues
Delegation of responsibility (on your own)
Senior adviser




My first boss – delegate
Started as a contractor, then as a consultant, then as a client

Invitation to join the

Rational
The boundaryless career concept has produced rich research in recent years. Compared to traditional
career theory, the concept highlights dynamic careers driven by intrinsically motivated individuals,
often project professionals, hopping from one project to another. Scholars have questioned how
organizations might bound the careers of project professionals to avoid losing valuable personnel.
Career paths are seen as an answer to the problems arising from needing to traverse organizational
boundaries to develop a career. A gap exists in our knowledge regarding the project as a career.
Objectives
In this research study, we address these questions by:
 Researching the career making activities of project professionals on projects
 Analyzing challenges and opportunities to acquire career resources on projects from the
perspective of employability.
 Describing implications and making recommendations for project professionals and
companies interested in improving understanding of careers on the project.
Approach
We apply a knowledge co-creation process with
project professionals. Our methodology includes
an extensive literature search, qualitative in
depth interviews and focus group workshops.
We use constellation for visualizing and
reflecting careers of project professionals. We
seek cooperation with individual project
professionals and with companies who would
like to support the reflection of the career of
their project professionals and relate it to career
paths and employability.

Example of a systemic constellation

International Research Team
 Prof. Dr Martina Huemann, WU – Vienna University of Economics and Business, Austria
 Prof. Dr Anne Keegan, UCD – University College Dublin, Ireland
 Dr. Claudia Ringhofer, WU – Vienna University of Economics and Business, Austria
We are looking forward to working together with you in the future!
Please contact Martina.Huemann@wu.ac.at for further information
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